Alcohol consumption is a public health issue given the serious medical, social and economic consequences of alcohol abuse and dependence. In terms of public policy, early intervention appears essential. Age at first alcohol use is often a predictor of future behaviour, and although the majority of young people progressively adopt low-risk adult consumption patterns, a percentage are at risk of progressively developing harmful behaviours leading to alcohol abuse and dependence.
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This study examines young people’s alcohol consumption behaviours using the results of the last Ireb survey (2007). The scope of this survey, previously limited to 13-20 year-olds, was extended to include 21-24 year-olds providing a better understanding of behavioural change during the critical transition from adolescence to adulthood which tends to occur at a later age. Complementary data from two European surveys, (HBSC and ESPAD) and two French surveys (ESCAPAD and the Inpes Health Barometer) were also exploited, providing data up to the year 2011.

Alcohol consumption patterns among young people aged 13 to 24 were measured in terms of frequencies, quantities consumed, episodes of drunkenness and the age at first alcohol use according to gender. Factors associated with different consumption patterns, particularly those presenting a risk of alcohol abuse and dependence, were then studied on the basis of young people’s individual and socioeconomic characteristics, social influences (family, peers), context (parties, outdoors…) and participation in sports. Finally, the results were examined in the light of behavioural changes observed since the beginning of the years 2000.

All the surveys confirmed a downward trend in alcohol consumption both in young people and adults, maintaining France within the European average. At the same time, they also revealed an increase in heavy episodic drinking (binge drinking) and intoxication, and an increased level of alcohol-use among girls thus narrowing the gender gap.
This study on young people’s alcohol consumption synthesises part of the 2007 Ireb survey results’ with its specificities (young school children or not, quantities consumed and associated factors). The authors would like to thank Pascale Lengagne, Marie Choquet, Nicole Leymarie and Xavier Neveu for their collaboration. The analysis is completed by additional epidemiological data taken from the French waves of two European surveys, HBSC and ESPAD, and data from two French surveys, ESCAPAD and the Inpes Health Barometer, which combined provide a ten year insight into changes in behaviour. These representative surveys of the youth population are all based on self-reported information.
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insert p. 5). The 2007 survey is the sixth in a series, the previous wave having been conducted in 2001. It differs in that it extended its previous scope, limited to 13-20 year-olds, to include 21-24 year-olds (Choquet et al., 2012). Adolescence is a critical period in the transition to adulthood in which youth not only learn social, moral and affective “codes”, but also their transgression. Studying adolescence provides clearer insights into the behavioural changes at work during this period. The Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test (Audit 10) used to identify alcohol-related risk behaviours (Gache et al., 2005), and the analysis of associated factors provided interesting behavioural insights. The Ireb survey builds on other, essentially European, studies presenting concordant conclusions on the question of youth alcohol use. Three additional epidemiological studies thus supplied French data: HBSC (Health Behaviour in School-aged Children), ESPAD (European School Survey on Alcohol and other Drugs) and ESCAPAD (Survey on Health and Consumption on Call-up and Preparation for Defence-Day), covering the period from 11 to 17 years old, complemented by the Inpes Health Barometer covering young adults (15-30 year-olds). A comparison of results from these different surveys is nevertheless delicate as they do not all deal with the same age groups (Sources and Methods insert p. 5).

After having described the diversity of alcohol consumption behaviours according to age and gender (frequencies, quantities, drunkenness, age at first alcohol use) among 13-24 year-olds, we modelled the diversity of factors associated with alcohol-use behaviours presenting a risk of abuse or dependence. Certain factors provided new insights such as individual and socioeconomic characteristics, social influence (parents and peers), the social context of alcohol use and more particularly, participation in sports activities. The results presented take into account changes in behaviour observed over more than a 10-year period, from the 2001-2007 Ireb surveys up to 2011 for the other surveys.

Behaviours and attitudes regarding alcohol are extremely heterogeneous according to age and gender. The results of the last Ireb survey indicate that the majority of young people consumes alcohol moderately but that 6% of boys and 2% of girls have serious drinking problems. This proportion progressively increases up to the age of 22 and then declines.

Boys drink more often than girls

In terms of frequencies, girls always drink less regularly than boys, whatever the time reference: 18% of boys aged between 13 and 24 reported never having consumed alcohol in their life, 20% had consumed alcohol on at least one occasion in the last 30 days, 45% on 1 to 9 occasions, and 17% on 10 occasions or more. The frequencies of alcohol consumption among girls were respectively 22%, 24%, 47% and 7% (graph 1). The major difference observed concerns the highest frequency which is sometimes described as “regular” alcohol use in other surveys.

If 13-15 year-olds most frequently reported not having consumed alcohol or less than once in the last thirty days (38% of boys and 43% of girls), alcohol use becomes more often occasional from 16 ears old (1 to 9 occasions) for both sexes. On the contrary, for heavy alcohol use (≥ 10 times), the ratio of boys to girls is equal to 3 from 16-17 years old (9 %/3 %) and up to 21-22 years old (34 %/12 %); it then decreases to 1.7 at 23-24 years old indicating a decline in boys’ alcohol use but a continuing increase among the girls (27 %/16 %) [graph 2].

This is consistent with the results of the ESPAD [Hibell et al., 2012] and HBSC.
[Godeau et al., 2012] surveys. Girls tend to increase alcohol use progressively whereas boys record a sharp increase. Furthermore, a review of the literature carried out by the National Institute for Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA, 2006) shows that young people tend to drink excessively during early adulthood.

In terms of quantity, boys also drink much more than girls

The Irèb survey’s original indicator measuring the quantity of alcohol consumed is expressed by the number of “standard drinks” consumed per month (SD = 10 gm. pure alcohol per drink). According to this measurement, boys drink three to four times more alcohol than girls according to age.

If the overall average alcohol consumption levels per month are relatively low among the 13-17 year-olds, the difference between boys and girls is already apparent: 16.6 SD against 3.9 for girls of the same age (over four times higher). Consumption levels rapidly increase in young adults (18-24 year-old) to 55.3 SD for boys and 19.9 or girls (respectively three and five times higher than minors of the same sex), but the gap between genders is narrower at less than three times higher.

Alcohol use is nevertheless relatively modest compared to that of adults given that the annual consumption levels reported by eight out of ten adults in France was on average 2.7 SD per day, i.e. over 80 per month (Inpes estimation, Health Barometer 2010). In addition, alcohol consumption among young people is more often episodic and concentrated mostly at weekends.

The majority of young people are rarely or never drunk…

Taking the definition of drunkenness proposed in the Irèb survey, 39% of boys aged between 13-24 reported never having been drunk and 11% less than once in the last twelve months. However, 35% reported 1 to 9 episodes of drunkenness and 15% ten or more episodes over the same period, whereas girls presented fewer risks (graph 3). If one takes the consumption level “5 or more drinks per occasion” and compare the proportion of young people reporting heavy episodic drinking with those reporting having been “drunk” at least ten times or over in the last year, the two curves diverge: the proportion of ‘episodes of drunkenness’ is higher than the proportion of “binge” drinking episodes at 13-15 years old but they are inverted from 18 years old, which means that a percentage of older boys and girls situate “feeling drunk” beyond the 5 drink threshold (graph 4).

Furthermore, if binge drinking behaviour is emerging, measuring it remains difficult. The definition “5 drinks or more per occasion” used in international surveys is called into question by part of the scientific community. In France, the Inpes Health Barometer uses the terminology “heavy episodic drinking” (HED) based on “6 drinks or more per occasion”.

… but gender differences according to age are clearer cut

Significant differences between younger and older boys and girls were revealed whatever the degree of drunkenness. The Inpes survey revealed that 22% of boys had already been drunk between the ages of 13 and 15, and 80% between the ages of 21 and 22, stabilising at 83% between the ages of 23-24. Among the girls, percentages and progression are lower (respectively 15%, 65% and 66%). For 75% of young people, drunkenness is associated with positive effects (joy, laughter, relaxation), and less than one out ten reported negative effects (illness, loss of consciousness, depression, violence caused or suffered).

According to the ESCAPAD survey (17 year-olds, 2011), having consumed 5 or more drinks per occasion is more frequent among boys: 59.7% reported at least one occasion in the last 30 days against 46.5% of girls (Spilkja et al., 2012), and 4.2% of boys and 1.2% of girls reported at least ten occasions.


Download the Excel© file on Irdes Internet site.

1 Definition of drunkenness in successive Irèb surveys: Drunkenness refers to a state of mental arousal and lack of physical coordination due to a heavy intake of alcohol: a person who is drunk has difficulty controlling speech and physical movements.
From the first drink to drunkenness, a challenge for the future

The age at which a young person begins drinking is a significant indicator (Avers et al., 2012): the younger drinking is initiated, the greater the subsequent risks. Age at first intoxication has been shown to be a predictor of future problems with alcohol, which is not the case for age at first drink. In this respect, it should be noted that the data collected is somewhat biased: the age at which alcohol was first consumed is confronted with the problem of memory; in general, the further from the original event the question is asked (among 18-20-year-olds for example), the later it is situated. It also varies according to the importance given to the event at the time it is reported, an episode of drunkenness being more of a marker than the first drink. According to the 2007 Ireb survey, minors aged between 13-17 years old reported the first episode of drunkenness at 14.1 years old on average for boys, and 14.3 years old for girls. Young adults aged between 18-24 reporting episodes of drunkenness situated the average age of the first episode at 16.1 for boys and 16.5 for girls.

According to the same source, alcohol is generally consumed for the first time in a family context. Boys begin earlier than girls. Among the 13-17 year-olds, those that had already consumed alcohol reported having done so for the first time almost four months earlier than the girls, 12.3 years old against 12.7 years old. Among the 18-24-year-olds, the gap narrows: 14.8 years old against 15 years old. Inversely, for the first episode of drunkenness, that usually occurs at a later age in the company of friends and away from home, the gap between boys and girls is narrow among the under 18s (respectively 14.1 and 14.3 years old) and wider among young adults (16.1 and 16.5 years old respectively).

Drinking alcohol leading rarely to drunkenness, alcohol consumption and drunkenness are two distinct phenomena. Regarding consumption during the last 30 days, the 2007 Ireb survey reveals that of the 37% of youth having consumed alcohol on at least three occasions, only 6.3% were drunk at least 3 times, and of the 12% having consumed alcohol on at least 10 occasions, only 1.3% were drunk at least 10 times.

According to the French wave of the HBSC survey on health and lifestyle behaviours conducted among school children aged 11 to 15 years old in over 40 countries, the average age at which alcohol was first consumed was 13.3 years old for boys and 13.5 years old for girls (Godeau et al., 2012). Concerning weekly consumption habits, 15-year-old French pupils were in 24th place out of 39 in Europe in 2010, far behind countries such as Greece or the Czech Republic where almost 4 out of 10 pupils were concerned at that age.

Changes in alcohol consumption behaviour among young people, measured using different indicators (frequencies, quantities consumed, age at first time use), indicate a narrowing gender gap between the 2001 and 2007 Ireb surveys (Choquet et al., 2004), confirmed by other surveys extending to 2011.

A narrower gap between boys and girls in terms of quantities consumed

The Ireb survey indicates that among the 13-20 year-olds3, the average quantities of alcohol consumed in 2001 was 29.4 standard drinks per month for the boys and 8.9 for the girls. Between 2001 and 2007, the quantities consumed by boys dropped by 10% (26.8 SD per month) and increased by 8% for girls (10.6 SD per month); in other words a narrower gender gap in terms of behaviour. The gap remains nevertheless wider in France than in certain Anglo-Saxon countries (the U.K for example) where girls drink as much if not more than boys (Hibell et al., 2012).

First alcohol consumption occurs earlier but the average age of the first intoxication remains relatively stable

Between 2001 and 2007, the average age reported for the first alcoholic drink dropped by six or seven months for both boys and girls aged between 13-20 years old; respectively 13.8 to 13.2 years old and 14.3 to 13.6 years old (Ireb 2001 and 2007). On the other hand, there was no significant change in the average age of the first intoxication, a more predictive indicator of future problems with alcohol. Since 2001 the first episode of drunkenness in 13-20 year-olds has remained stable for boys at 15.2 years old, and is slightly earlier for girls, from 15.6 to 15.2 years old.

Other data sources confirm these results. According to 1993 INSERM data and ESPAD survey data from 1999, 2003, 2007 and 2011 concerning 16-year-olds, the age at which alcohol is first consumed has fluctuated through time but was similar in 1993 and 2007. According to the ESCAPAD survey, the proportion of 17-year-olds having already consumed alcohol progressively decreased in the 2000s, down to 91% in 2011; ‘regular’ consumption (≥ 10 times over the last 30 days) fluctuated but increased again from 2008 (10.5% in 2011). Even if the first episode of drunkenness remained at around 15.3 years old, heavy episodic drinking or ‘repeated’ intoxications (≥ 3 to 9 occasions in the last year) as well as regular intoxications (≥ 10 occasions in the last year) occur more often in 2011.

Intoxication episodes more frequent than in 2001 but fewer than in 1996

Even if the frequencies of alcohol intoxications have increased since the years 2000 (Ireb 2001-2007), the number of young people reporting episodes of drunkenness in 2007 was lower than in 1996, whatever the period of reference (life, year, month). 51% of 13-20 year-olds reported at least one episode of drunkenness during their lifetime in 1996, 37% in 2001 and 45% in 2007, respectively 44%, 28% and 37% in the last twelve months and, 22%, 17% and 18% in the last 30 days. Frequencies of drunkenness among young people were therefore no higher in 2007 than eleven years earlier. The ESCAPAD surveys conducted among 17-year-olds revealed similar fluctuations with a downtrend in the different levels of alcohol consumption, but a significant increase in episodes of drunkenness whether "repeated"

3 The comparison can only be made between 13-20 year-olds as the 21-24 year-olds were not included in the 2001 IREB survey.
(3 to 9 times in the last year) or "regular" (≥ 10 times) [Spilka et al., 2012]. According to the 2010 Inpes Health Barometer (Beck and Richard, 2013), the recent upward trend seems to be continuing. The 15 to 30-year-olds continue to distinguish themselves from older people in their less ‘regular’ but more excessive drinking habits. These characteristics were accentuated between 2005 and 2010, with daily consumption levels stabilising at a very low level (2.5%), but associated with an increase in heavy episodic drinking and episodes of drunkenness, and also in consumption behaviours presenting a chronic health risk or a risk of dependence (14% among the 18-25 year olds).

What are the factors determining alcohol-related risk behaviours?

Alcohol-related risk behaviours can be apprehended in different ways. In the last waves of the ESPAD survey [Hibell et al., 2012], four groups presenting alcohol-related risks were identified using a consumption level indicator: non-drinkers (a third of boys and half the girls), rare consumers (a quarter of boys and around a quarter of girls), occasional consumers (1 out of 8 boys, and 1 out of 20 girls), other typologies based on a more sociological approach distinguish four different profiles (Coombs, 2003): “the party goer”, who drinks to have fun, “the adventurer” who drinks to experience new sensations, “the timid” who drinks to be part of the group, to be like everyone else, and “the fugitive” who drinks to escape reality or problems.

In the 2007 Ireb survey, a typology of alcohol consumption according to risk level was determined using the AUDIT test in its 10 question version (insert p. 7). If risk-free or moderate alcohol consumption reflected the majority of consumption behaviours (49% of boys and 55% of girls aged between 13-24), a third of young people were non-consumers (respectively 29% and 35%) whereas at-risk consumers represented 22% of boys (16% presenting a risk of alcohol abuse and 6% a risk of dependence) and 10% of girls (respectively 8% and 2%).

Are alcohol-related risk behaviours favoured by specific factors? After describing the circumstances and contexts in which alcohol is consumed on the basis of young peoples’ characteristics, we searched for factors determining risk levels in alcohol consumption though the use of logistic regression models.

Young peoples’ leisure activities: at-risk consumers drink whatever the social context

Globally, young people tend to drink at parties, on family occasions or in the company of friends: whatever the age, alcohol use generally occurs in a relational context, and is relatively rare during more solitary activities such as watching TV or playing video games. In the presence of an element of social control (family or adult, at a restaurant or cafe), alcohol use always remains moderate but can reach high levels —with a risk of intoxication— at private or public parties (night clubs, concerts, rave parties…). According to the 2005 Health Barometer, 20-25 year-olds tend to drink on Saturdays with an average 4.5 drinks per occasion.

The 2007 ESPAD survey identified the context in which alcohol was last consumed revealing significant differences between countries. On average, all countries combined, 22% of the young people interviewed drank at home, 27% at someone else’s house, 32% in a bar, pub or discotheque and 14% in the street, a park or on the beach. In France, young people were less likely to drink in bars, pubs and discotheques (8%) contrary to Austrians (36%), Czechs (35%), Italians (36%), the Portuguese (31%) or Greeks (26%). They were also less likely (9%) to drink in the street than the Russians (33%), Poles (30%) or Finns (25%).

Moreover, the quantities consumed increased in identical situations according to whether the young person was a no-risk drinker, an abusive drinker, or a dependent (or likely to become dependent) drinker. The various groups of consumers defined by AUDIT 10 (insert p. 7) presented dis-

Sources and methods

1. The 2007 Ireb survey (www.ireb.com). The Ireb survey on young people's alcohol consumption patterns was conducted by Inserm and Ires researchers in November 2007 among 1,815 youth aged between 13 and 24. It was the sixth survey conducted by Ireb on this theme. A first longitudinal survey interrogated a cohort of boys in 1985, 1990 and 1995. This was replaced by a cross-sectional survey interrogating both boys and girls aged from 13 to 20 in 1996 and 2001, and from 13 to 24 in 2007. Survey method: the survey concerns young people living within a household, excluding institutions, whatever their situation (living at their parents' home or not, active or not…) and residing in metropolitan France, excluding Corsica. It consists in face-to-face interviews on the one hand, and a self-administered questionnaire on the other. Constitution of the sample: the method used was the quotas method, in other words a representative sample of the population as a whole. Purposive sampling was used so as to obtain 75 young people interviewed for each year of birth concerned (1983 to 1994) and each gender.

2. The HBSC survey. Health Behaviour in School-aged Children, is a four-yearly survey (last available: 2011) conducted in schools and focused on health and its determinants. It is conducted by the WHO in over forty countries or regions in Europe and North America. It is based on self-administered questionnaires completed by college pupils aged 11, 13 and 15 years old using a similar methodology to the ESPAD survey.

3. The ESPAD survey. European School Survey Project on Alcohol and Other Drugs, is a four-yearly survey (last available : 2011) conducted in schools on the theme of alcohol and other drugs with backing from the European Council in over 30 countries using a standardised methodology based on a common self-administered questionnaire aimed at young people aged 15 and 16. The last French wave was extended to the three years at high school.

4. The ESCAPAD survey. The survey on Health and Consumption on Call-up and Preparation for Defence-Day, is conducted each year (last available: 2011) by the French Office of Drugs and Drug Addiction (OFDT) in partnership with the National Service Unit. It interrogates all French youth aged 17, whether at school or not, at work or not, and also provides information on emerging trends concerning the consumption of psychoactive drugs.

5. The Health Barometer. The Health Barometer provides data on population health and behaviours approximately every five years. The survey conducted among people aged from 15 to 85 (last available: 2010) is now conducted by telephone. Data concerning the consumption of alcohol, tobacco and illegal substances were subject to a specific analysis targeting young people aged from 15 to 30 (Beck, Richard, 2013).
tinctive behaviour patterns. According to the 2007 Ireb survey, young “no-risk consumers” (52% of the sample according to the AUDIT 10 scale) never drank more than an average of 4 drinks per occasion, whatever the context. This threshold is furthermore the maximum consumption level per occasion recommended by the health authorities. On the other hand, “abusive drinkers” (12% of the sample) exceeded the threshold during family events (on average 4.7 standard drinks), in discotheques (6 SD) and even more at parties with friends (7.4 SD). As for “dependent or at risk of becoming dependent consumers”, (4% of the sample), average consumption levels of over 12.3 SD were recorded at parties with friends, and 10.3 SD at a discotheque, whereas in a café or at the restaurant with the family, consumption levels remained below the 4 SD threshold (respectively 2.8 and 3.1 SD).

Similarly, several studies conducted abroad (Kuntsche et al., 2005) show that the majority of adolescents drink on social or festive occasions. A Canadian study, for example, shows that the majority of university students drink because they like the taste (24.9%), to “party” (21.3%) or to be sociable (16.9%), whereas only 2.1% drink to escape their problems or to master their shyness. Drinking “to party” or because they liked the taste were also the most frequently mentioned reasons in a study conducted among American students. A British study carried out among 14-16-year-olds also highlighted this partying aspect. Kuntsche et al. also refer to a study carried out in Argentina on 13-18-year-olds who in the majority drank for pleasure (80%). Only a small minority drank to improve their mood (7%), to be accepted by peers (4.6%), to relax or to escape boredom (1%). A French study, however (Gardien, 2007), shows that seeking to get ‘smashed’ is a sign of deep suffering among adolescents attempting to change their reality, and that a fraction of young people are vulnerable either because they lack self-confidence or feel uncertain about the future.

The following analyses were based on the same method. The aim was to understand the causes of alcohol-related risk behaviours by studying the relationship between consumption behaviour and participation in physical activities or sports, socioeconomic context and the role of family and friends. For each of the themes, we first present a few descriptive data, followed by the results of the logistic regression models (multinomial LOGIT models).

### Sport and alcohol: a more complex relationship than immediately appears

Concerning the relationship between sport and alcohol consumption patterns among young people, the 2007 Ireb survey revealed complex results, specifically among the 18-24-year-olds. Compared with a young person practicing a sport one to three hours per week (outside mandatory hours at school or professionally), those who do not practice a sport or physical activity are twice as likely to be non-consumers of alcohol (RR = 1.9).

Furthermore, individual and team sports, practiced at competitive or recreational level, are also associated with alcohol consumption. The type of sport practice can play two opposite roles. Compared with an individual recreational sport, practicing one or more non-competitive team sports also increases the probability of being a non-consumer (RR = 3.2). On the contrary, competitive team sports will favour non-consumption among certain participants (RR = 2.8) and at-risk consumption among others (RR = 2.5) (table 1).
are moderated by social status (work or studies). At comparable available sums of money, the probability of being a non-consumer of alcohol is higher among students and secondary school pupils than among young workers. However, available monthly income (pocket money or wages) is significantly associated with having been drunk. Young people earning over 300 € per month are 1.6 times more likely to have been drunk at least once in their lifetime than those earning up to 100 € per month.

Patterns of alcohol consumption related to socio-professional category

For the under 18s, patterns of alcohol consumption are related to the father’s professional category but not to that of the mother’s. If we compare children whose fathers are in the executive class with those whose fathers are employees, manual workers or absent, we observe two opposing attitudes. Certain under 18s have a higher probability of being non-consumers of alcohol (up to three times higher) whereas others will become at-risk consumers (up to eight times higher). Among the over 18s, the father’s professional status only increases the probability of being a non-consumer of alcohol. This is the case for young adults whose fathers are employees, manual workers or whose fathers have never worked. Furthermore, children whose mothers are housewives are 3.7 times more likely to be non-consumers of alcohol and present a significantly lower risk of having been drunk during their lifetime. Finally, the professional status of young adults has no significant influence on their alcohol consumption patterns. These results thus illustrate the complexity of the phenomenon and allow certain preconceived ideas to be refuted together with the tendency to stigmatise people at the lower end of the social scale.

Family and peers play a major role

The Ireb survey shows that among the 13-17 year-olds, the risk of excessive alcohol consumption is higher if they perceive their parents’ consumption patterns as being problematic. Inversely, the probability that an adolescent will be a non-consumer is three times higher if the parents never drink alcohol. Among the 18-24 year-olds, the risk of alcohol abuse is two times higher if the parents regularly drink before and during meals. Contrary to the under 18s, however, a parents’ alcohol abuse no longer has a significant effect as they seem to distance themselves at that age. In addition, the 2001 survey conducted among 13-20 year-olds showed that if one of the parents is often in state of inebriation, girls are more likely to become non-consumers than boys. Peer group pressure is even more apparent. Among the under 18s, the risk of alcohol abuse or dependence is sixteen times higher if their friends get drunk at least once a week; a probability multiplied by twelve for the over 18s.

These observations are consistent with a Dutch study conducted among 12-14 year-olds (Bot et al., 2005) that underlines the influence of “best friends” on alcohol consumption patterns. An American study conducted among 213 adolescents aged from 12 to 15 and 219 aged from 18 to 22 (Musher-Eizenman et al., 2003) confirms that for each gender, age group and substance (alcohol, tobacco and marijuana), peer consumption patterns are strongly related to an adolescent’s individual consumption.

The importance of education and parental control

Overall, the family model (matrimonial status, lifestyle, intra-family communication) has a major influence on alcohol consumption patterns among the under 18s. Among alcohol abusers or those at risk of alcohol dependence, the Ireb survey indicates an over-representation of recomposed families. No greater risk is observed, however, in single parent families as children more often live with their mothers and women are three times less at risk than men. Abusive use of alcohol leads to more self-reported difficulties in communicating with parents and they are at least twice as many to report parents’ indifference regarding their use of alcohol or episodes of drunkenness. Parents’ authorisation (or not) to drink alcohol plays a significant role: young people who drink too much often report being allowed to drink, or at least not being dissuaded from drinking by their parents. Numerous studies, both in France and abroad, underline that young people without parental control are more likely to drink and eventually develop alcohol-related problems (Clark et al.,...
According to the 2007 Ireb survey, the majority of young French people aged from 13 to 24 consume alcohol moderately. A fraction will partake in bouts of heavy episodic drinking, on the increase particularly among boys and 2% of girls) have serious drink episodes, on the increase particularly. A fraction will partake in bouts of heavy episodic drinking, on the increase particularly. 

In order to be effective, prevention must take social situations into account and be supported by all the players involved (Stiglet et al. 2011; Ireb, 2013), both parents and educators. It has been proved that the earlier the prevention, for example at primary school, the better the results. The family doctor also plays an important role by clinically identifying alcohol-related problems and through dialogue with the young person concerned (Michaud, 2009).

In terms of public policy, following the 2008 Youth Health Plan, the 2009 Hospital, Patients, Health and Territories Law (HPST) introduced specific measures (ban on selling alcohol to minors, open bars and happy hours, advertising on the Internet...) but much remains to be done. The new National Health Strategy (2013) and the future Public Health Law expected for 2014, could favour the development of more targeted interventions aimed at the most vulnerable youth populations. Finally, it is essential to continue developing research in numerous fields of investigation, especially those related to prevention strategies.
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